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was the legitimate child of his mother so as to entitle him to benefit
under the will of a testator who had died domiciled in England.
X RomaKT. found in favqujxof the son, being satisfied that the
**  \governing principle may be stated as follows:
'Where succession to personal property depends upon the legitimacy
of the claimant, the status of legitimacy conferred on him by his domi-
cil of origin (i.e. the domicil of his parents at birth), will be recognized
by our courts; and that if that legitimacy be established, the validity of
his parents' marriage should not be entertained as a relevant subject
for investigation.'1
He distinguished Shaw v. Gould by showing that since in
*t case the Lords chose to concentrate their attention upon
^ validity of the divorce they were bound to find it invalid and
consequently to fix the children's domicil of origin in England.
This left no room for a claim based upon the ground that their
legitimacy stood apart from the validity of the divorce and that
if so their domicil of origin was in Scotland.2
Principle     If this decision is to be dismissed as being inconsistent with
ie '°tima- higher authority, an opinion that has been expressed on several
tion occasions,3 the startling result ensues that in the same context
^Illegitimacy is subject to one rule, legitimation to another,
to legitim- Where a question arises of succession under an English testacy
acy or intestacy, it has long been settled that if a claimant has been
legitimated by the law of the country where at the time of his
birth his parents were domiciled, English law 'recognizes and
acts on the status thus declared by the law of the domicil \4
There is no substantial difference between legitimacy and
legitimation5 and no reason of logic or convenience why the
law should relegate them to mutually exclusive categories. If
from the date of the act of legitimation the child assumes the
status that he would have possessed had he been born legitimate,
it is incomprehensible that these two causes of the same result
should be subject to divergent rules for the choice of law.
The paradox of divorcing the two methods by which the
Ch. 79, at p. 92. Approved by the Privy Council in Eamgbose v.
Daniel, [195$] A.C. 107, 120.
2	Ibid., at p. 97.
3	12 Conveyancer (n.s.), p. 223 (J. H. C. Morris); 63 L.Q.R. 74 (R. S.
Welsh); 64 L.Q.R. 199 (F. A. Mann); Falconbridge, Conflict of Laws (2nd ed.),
pp. 747 et seqq. On the other hand, it was approved by Wolff, op. cit., p. 3 88.
4	Inre Goodman's Trusts (1881), 17 Ch.D. 266 at p. 299 per Cotton LJ. See
the cases cited infra, p. 423, notes 3, 4, and 5.
5	In re Bischoffsheim, [1948] Ch. 79, 92.

